Freeze-gelled silk fibroin protein scaffolds for potential applications in soft tissue engineering.
Recently tissue engineering has escalated much interest in biomedical and biotechnological applications. In this regard, exploration of new and suitable biomaterials is needed. Silk fibroin protein is used as one of the most preferable biomaterials for fabrication of scaffolds and several new techniques are being adopted to fabricate silk scaffolds with greater ease, efficiency and perfection. In this study, a freeze gelation technique is used for fabrication of silk fibroin protein 3D scaffolds, which is both time and energy efficient as compared to the conventional freeze drying technique. The fabricated silk fibroin freeze-gelled scaffolds are evaluated micro structurally for morphology with scanning electron microscopy which reveals relatively homogeneous pore structure and good interconnectivity. The pore sizes and porosity of these scaffolds ranges between 60-110μm and 90-95%, respectively. Mechanical test shows that the compressive strength of the scaffolds is in the range of 20-40kPa. The applicability to cell culture of the freeze gelled scaffolds has been examined with human keratinocytes HaCat cells which show the good cell viability and proliferation of cells after 5 days of culture suggesting the cytocompatibility. The freeze-gelled 3D scaffolds show comparable results with the conventionally prepared freeze dried 3D scaffolds. Thus, this technique may be used as an alternative method for 3D scaffolds preparation and may also be utilized for tissue engineering applications.